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Special
updates:
Today at church Steven
asked to meet with Bill
asking How to get
saved! Pray he wants us
to meet with him and his
wife this week.
Also today a young man
Boyas Ken said " I
CAN'T WAIT, please help
me get saved today"
Linken, the little boy with
the amputated finger is
healing well...sutures come
out next week.
All the very sick babies
mentioned are back to
happy and healthy.
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Be Still & Know

http://billandlorismithpng.com
This was a realtively STILL week in our normally
very turbulant lives here in PNG. Still is good....I am
often so thankful for the quiet still moments of the
day. Each morning from 3am to around 4 am , our
sweet Nesove has a time of wakefulness. It is his
play time. For me it is my STILL “prayer closet”
time. The quietness of the house with just sweet
heavy breathing noises from my other soundly
sleeping guys, and the quiet PNG night sounds as
swishing bats and whirring bugs enjoy their nightly
feasting on my garden trees, makes the perfect
backdrop for moments of sweet fellowship with our
amazing Creator GOD.
How thankful I am that as we are STILL and spend
time sharing our heart and listening to HIS, our
GOD communes with us. He hears and answers
needs in the most amazing ways.
This week, my loving Father orchestrated the
perfect time for illness for me. I was sick ALL
WEEK. It was not a great time to be sick, as there
is never a good time to feel yucky, but this was the
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All the babies and
moms from the
deliveries these last
weeks are thriving and
healthy.
The man with the 105
(under the arm!!) fever
is doing MUCH better this
week!
Lori has her voice
back...between hacking
coughing...
Our team meeting was
filled with great unity
and God’s direction.
Lilian and Richard (Able’s
parents) are back
together (see details
below of that miracle!)

Baby ABLE is
ONE Year Old
WE have seen so many
answers to prayer as we
have all trusted , KNOWING
GOD was at work in the
many needs we quietly and
faithfully brought to HIS

Friday was
our sweet baby
Able’s birthday. HE is

THRONE.

ONE, and GOD gave him the
most incredible GIFT! GOD

gave him back his
daddy! As we have

agonized in prayer, Richard
has come back to the LORD
and his family, leaving his
wretched life of adultry and
abuse of his wife and kids.
The other woman is a very
evil gal to be sure and

week of our Spiritual enrichment and team planning
meetings. I had to literally SIT all week. I never ever
sit! IT was needed rest for my body that GOD
knows HE had to orchestrate with my tendancy to
push myself to work when I should stop. I tried
medicine, which made my fuzzy and buzzy, and
then just dealing with the symptoms, not fun
either...but as with all illnesses by the end of the
week I was feeling better either way. I was well
enough to have Clinic all day Friday (our meetings
ended Thursday!). WOW was I glad. There was
over 120 people really sick in need of help that we
were able to share CHRIST with!! I am still
coughing some (I found out literally how accurate
my Patients’ description of this cough was as being”
SO HARD they felt their intestines would come
out”...yep!) but we were able to help the many that
could not find help at the hospital either this past
week as they are out of medicine totally there!
PLEASE PRAY for medicine for our clinic. We
are going through SO MUCH , SO FAST. WE are
trying to purchase cold and cough medicine
here but it is just not available readily. If anyone
would like to help we sure could use any
reinforcements!

WE NEED URGENTLY:

Cold and Flu tablets/Cold and cough
tablets
Children’s cold and flu liquids
decongestants (phenyephrine)
Children’s Liquid Ibuprofen and
Liquid Acetaminophen (Tylenol)
You could send it here (takes 2-3 weeks) to
SEIGU Clinic
PO box 456
Goroka EHP, 441
Be STILL AND KNOW is our promise that GOD
will keep the supplies we need to keep the loving
help available so we can SHINE HIS LOVE to the
many hurting around us!
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continues to try to entice
him back, but Richard has
recommitted his life to his
family and GOD...so please
pray with us that he will
remain strong! Lilian was
here with our birthday boy

cancer is
growing, but so is
her still healthy
unborn baby ! Her
on Friday. Her

countanance glowed as GOD
has done this miracle for her
and the kids!

YOUTH CAMP
April 15th 20th
Be STILL and
KNOW is hard to do with the
most exciting week of our year so
soon upon us! CAMP is in the
air!! April 15- 20 is target week for
prayer. Our theme this year is

20-20 vision...”Seeing our
life through the TRUTH of GOd’s
Word”. We are so excited...but the
cost of food is just
unbeliveable...BE STILL AND
KNOW, GOD will do this.
How can you partner with us
as we seek to reach this
next generation?
http://billandlorismithpng.com/youthcamp-2013.html

PRAY....for the speakers,
for the kids to be eager and
able to come, for GOD to

We are now in the waiting mode as GOD is working
out the details for the wood to be cut and the
lumber milled for our very needed new
church at Lower Bena. It is just so exciting.
The people at church are just in tears as
they come to our campus where the
wood is being stored and SEE the answer
to many many years of prayer and sacrifice! Be still
and KNOW....as GOD has led us to attempt this
miraculous and “impossible” one week rising of their
building for a glorious SUNRISE Easter
celebration of the powerful LIVING GOD
we serve....HE WILL DO IT. We still need
__$4000_to partner with them and help
purchase the cement and nails and other items
needed to make this a reality. Pray with us!!
We have asked GOD to show us HIS plan for
our trip in May. He has provided for Lori and
Aaron to be able to be there for Ruthann’s special
celebration of college graduation, and have the
completion of Aaron’s citizenship (Lord willing as we
wade through and apply now for the immigration
visa and pay the many fees for that all to happen!
As you know anything with the government is NOT
CHEAP!). We also pray this will be a special time
with Lori’s parents as they struggle through the
many health issues they are facing now. Amo has
been given the blessing of “the powers that be” at
his amazing school here to join us to have this
special time with his grandparents if GOD provides
for that. With our furlough plans very uncertain as
our field team is shrinking and Bill’s responsibilities
are expanding, we know this opportunity is golden
for us. Please pray. $4000 is just impossible for us,
but as we wait quietly on our GREAT GOD, HE is
able to do exceedingly above all we ask, hope or
imagine. He already has!
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bring MANY kids to
HIMSELF either in
salvation or a renewed walk
with Him,
for great weather that
week! (No rain in the day
and rain at night!)
Sponser a kid for
camp (for just $35) you
can pay for  a kid get to
camp for the week.

Buy a meal These
kids come hungry spiritually

and physically. For $500
you can pay for a meal for
300 kids!! (we serve 3 each
day plus snacks for 5 days
so that is a huge help!).

As I sit her in the stillness of the quiet of
writing, feeling the promise of the stillness of
the waters Christ promised to lead us to in
Psalms 23...the strength of the tree planted by
the waters brining forth fruit in all seasons as
we hold onto KNOWING Him through HIS WORD
in Psalms 1, I am so encouraged. He is at work
and orchestrating our lives and we can KNOW
and have trust in that plan being perfectly what
we need.
Shining Out of Darkness
God moves in a mysterious way,
His wonders to perform;
He plants his footsteps in the sea
And rides upon the storm.
Deep in unfathomable mines
Of never failing skill,
He treasures up his bright designs,
And works his sovereign will.
Judge not the Lord by feeble sense,
but trust him for his grace;
behind a frowning providence,
He hides a smiling face.
-William Cowper
Being still and knowing our GOD is never late. HIS
time is always on time as He is the author of the
schedule.
Waiting on HIM with you,
Bill, Lori and the boys.
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